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Research paper 

A tyre-rim interaction digital twin for biaxial loading conditions 

Simone Venturini *, Elvio Bonisoli, Carlo Rosso, Mauro Velardocchia 
Politecnico di Torino, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24, Torino 10129, Italy   

A R T I C L E  I N F O   
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A B S T R A C T   

This paper proposes a digital twin of automotive steel wheel biaxial test bench for wheel dynamic 
behaviour and assessment condition purposes. The methodology allows to consider the imposed 
kinematics occurring in the experimental test bench after the calibration process called “Over-
turning Moment procedure” is applied, and to manage the pneumatic tyre-rim interactions using 
finite element method decoupled models of the tyre and the wheel. The proposed scheme depicts 
the main loading contributions and introduces linearisation to improve the computational effi-
ciency. The standard requirements, the Original Equipment Manufacturer specifications, and the 
working principle of the test bench are discussed. Hence, a comprehensive view of the physical 
behaviour of the introduced hypotheses in the digital twin development is presented. The reli-
ability of the approach is validated against an industrial case study with numerical-experimental 
comparisons of the optimal camber angle and stress analysis.   

1. Introduction 

The overall performance of the vehicle heavily relies on the wheel’s behaviour, which plays a crucial role in various essential 
functions, such as supporting the vehicle’s weight and absorbing impact forces from the ground. Additionally, it facilitates the 
transmission of rotary motion from the axles to the tyres [1,2], while also ensuring driving stability [3], safety, and comfort [4]. 

To ensure the reliability of both the tyre and wheel, it is necessary to conduct tests in laboratory settings which replicate accelerated 
real-world loading conditions. In Europe, ISO 3894:2023, together with the European Tyre and Rim Technical Organisation (E.T.R.T. 
O) standard [5,6], mandate consistent tyre and wheel dimensions, material compliance, and test requirements for passenger car and 
truck wheels, as the biaxial fatigue test [7]. Three different biaxial test machine configurations are available [7], in which camber 
angle and loading condition ranges vary. 

The design philosophy of the automotive wheel component primarily focuses on optimizing its geometry to achieve lightweight 
solutions [1]. It is imperative that the design exhibits fail-safe characteristics when subjected to fatigue tests, encompassing all po-
tential combinations of tyre-wheel coupling scenarios. As a result, the prevailing design strategy relies on an iterative process of 
refining wheel features, followed by rigorous validation using experimental test benches. This validation procedure heavily relies on 
extensive and time-consuming fatigue tests. 

The recent abrupt development automotive field and the request of reduction of component development time brought to the heavy 
integration of Digital Twin (DT) in the automotive field. A DT is a virtual replica or representation of a physical object, system, or 
process. It encompasses a combination of simulation, modelling techniques, and real system data to create a comprehensive digital 
counterpart that mirrors the characteristics, behaviour, and attributes of its physical counterpart. DT enable analysis, optimization, 
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and eventually real-time monitoring of physical assets and processes, offering valuable insights for decision-making, predictive 
maintenance, performance optimization, and design improvements [8]. In 2019, Biesinger et al. performed a survey identifying the 
necessity of developing DT of production planning in automotive industry, depicting the guidelines for an effective implementation 
[9]. In the last years, the automotive industry massively applies DT considering wheel system and sub-systems for virtual sensing, 
homologation, and simulation of processes. In [10], Dal Borgo et al. developed a virtual sensor of the wheel angular position based on 
experimental measurements of linear displacement sensors. The methodology considers the model and measurement uncertainties due 
to sensor calibration, noise, and faults, but it is insensitive to the system topology variations, and it is not suited for design. In [11], a DT 
to diagnose aircraft tyre touchdown is developed using tyre geometry and working conditions parameters as yaw angle and tyre 
angular speed subject to normal distribution uncertainty. In [12], the uncertainty in fuel consumption during a driving cycle is 
estimated against variability in speed profiles, tyre parameters and rolling resistance coefficients, mitigating the necessity of physical 
experiments on test benches under physical constraints of component characterisation. 

Moreover, researchers implemented DT for structural analysis and for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [13,14]. In [15], a 
real-time DT of electric vehicle motor is developed to prognose motor overheating. In [16,17], DTs of automotive braking systems are 
developed by coupling different modelling techniques for each subsystem (0-D electrical, 1-D hydraulic, and FE mechanical) esti-
mating the wear of the brake pad. In [18], the flow forming process applied to automotive steel wheel has been completely developed 
by a FE model-based DT of the process, coupled, and validated by digital photogrammetry; the result shows that FE technique is 
relevant in process-related DT where real-time requirements are less strict, but simulation process is faster and cheaper than proto-
typing and experimental campaigns. 

Numerical simulations are extensively employed in the automotive industry, encompassing various components, including the tyre. 
Accurate estimation of the wheel behaviour relies on understanding the loads exerted on it during operational conditions. However, 
wheel Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) often lack sufficient knowledge and control over the tyre, introducing uncertainty 
into the design approach. 

Different strategies have been analysed in this introduction, to understand advantages and limitations. 
Tyre semi-empirical models such as MF-Tyre and MF-SWIFT find extensive usage in vehicle dynamics, Noise, Vibration, and 

Harshness (NVH), and tyre durability assessments [4]. Recently, in [19] a real-time vehicle dynamics model is developed, while in [20] 
a vibration suppression control strategy is developed and tested on a vehicle multibody model. In both cases, the models rely on 
Pacejka “Magic formula” MF-Tyre model for the estimation of exchanged contact forces. 

The tyre semi-empirical models are not projected to study wheel flexibility which is negligible in the usual fields of application: MF- 
Tyre considers the wheel infinitely rigid [1]. Moreover, the vehicle dynamics frequency of interest range is 1÷10 Hz, NVH-related tyre 
behaviour maximum frequency of interest is about 120÷140 Hz, while the first natural frequency of conventional steel wheels exceeds 
200 Hz (over 500 Hz for aluminium alloy wheels). Furthermore, semi-empirical models rely on equivalent structural characteristics 
linking the suspension to the ground and do not provide the necessary correlation between axle loads and the distribution of load 
induced by tyre deformation on the rim, making them unsuitable for calculating rim interface loads [4]. Coherently, the dominant 
software in the market for wheel simulation is semi-empirical model-based and tyre focused [21,22]. 

In 2017, Ballo et al. developed a semi-analytical model of pneumatic tyre specifically addressing the flexural contributions of the 
tyre sidewall and the calculation of the distribution of reaction forces amongst rim flanges, albeit limitations in accurately describing 
tyre-rim interactions that replicate test bench loading conditions for significant steering angles [23]. Eventually, tyre analytical models 
of vertical behaviour can be updated through the evaluation of systemic structural properties by experimental procedures [24]. 

Concurrently, Finite Element (FE) tyre models have been introduced by researchers as an alternative approach. The state-of-the-art 
has seen various improvements, incorporating solid, membrane/shell, and beam elements to enhance the description of anisotropic 
behaviour. During the 2000s, research efforts focused on enhancing the reliability of FE models by refining material characterization 
and the boundary conditions at the rim. The transition from axisymmetric formulations to three-dimensional (3-D) models utilizing 8- 
node and 20-node hexahedral elements enabled the study of contact patches and loading conditions beyond the plane [25–27]. Yang 
developed a 3-D FE tyre model using ABAQUS, with a focus on experimental characterization of material properties and image 
processing of tyre cross-sections to ensure accurate stress analysis on the tread inner liner during rolling conditions. This work 
highlighted the importance of having precise tyre cross-section data for reliable simulations [28]. Similarly, Baranowski et al. based 
their 3-D FE model on tyre cross-section microscopy and sidewall X-ray photography, further emphasizing the significance of 
high-quality data for accurate modelling [29]. 

In 2016, Shokouhfar et al. replaced the conventional hexahedral FE with multiple layer shell elements of equivalent properties. This 
substitution demonstrated the reliability of the obtained results in scenarios involving cornering, vertical load conditions, and modal 
behaviour [30]. More recently, Wan et al. conducted simulations on the fatigue life of a commercial vehicle wheel using biaxial fatigue 
tests. Their approach relied on a 3-D FE model, utilizing the Mooney-Rivlin hyper-elastic model to accurately depict the behaviour of 
the tyre rubber. During operation, the rim and the tyre were tied together [31]. In contrast, Santiccioli et al. employed the CDTire/3D 
tyre model to calculate the generalized forces on the wheel rim resulting from various loading conditions [32]. 

FE technique is also used by Bonisoli et al. for structural dynamics purposes on motorcycle field to track mode chassis mode shapes 
where a flexible wheel of linear 4-node shells is used [33]. Moreover, the methodology is useful in application where iterative design 
process must be fast, and it is necessary to identify the most critical component without expensive flexible multibody simulations [34]. 
It was demonstrated the necessity in considering the wheel flexibility in the identification of the most significant system mode shapes 
concurring in motorcycle handling [35]. 

Beyond the tyre modelling, also wheel require particular attention. 
The automotive steel wheel i.e., the assembly obtained by press-fit of the disc and the rim components, is subject to residual stresses 
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and pre-stress. Since the wheel is the object of interest of this activity, these mechanisms as source of residual stresses are identified:  

• Disc and rim forming and coining processes: which induce plastic deformation [36];  
• Disc-rim interference fit [37–39];  
• Disc-rim welding [36]. 

Instead, the following mechanisms are external stress causes, inducing pre-stresses:  

• Disc hub bolt tightening [36–39];  
• Tyre-rim axial/radial fitting (elastic);  
• Tyre inflation pressure;  
• Testing conditions. 

In every analysed study, the complete characterization of residual stress and pre-stress is incomplete. The biaxial fatigue test of the 
wheels is presented in [36] does not consider the disc-rim fitting. Similarly, the determination of the service stress in a wheel due to 
vertical and horizontal loads, as well as the stamping production process, is discussed in [40]. However, even in this scenario, the 
comprehensive assessment of residual stresses is absent. 

The tyre-rim fitting phenomenon is crucial in steel wheel pre-stress estimation. Initial efforts [41,42] were focused on indirectly 
estimating loading conditions through the utilization of diverse sensors for experimental measurements on the wheel. In years, direct 
[41] and indirect approaches [42] have been introduced for tyre-rim interface characterisation and stress recovery and indirect 
estimation of rim contact pressure. 

Recently, the authors developed meta-models for the indirect estimation of interference fit in automotive steel wheels between the 
disc and the rim during the press-fit assembly process. In [37,38], the variability in structural properties as natural frequencies was 
correlated to geometrical and material uncertainties by a polynomial chaos expansion, and a first fatigue assessment based on FE 
model was performed and demonstrated being in line with the experimental fatigue life confidence levels. It was demonstrated the FE 
model is the proper tool to reduce experimental testing in industrial environment with minimal computational effort. In [39], the 
methodology was generalised to press-fit assemblies, formulating a training procedure which minimizes the experimental effort, and a 
fast in-line testing procedure. Nevertheless, the training is necessary and cannot be scaled to other similar components, limiting the 
usage of the methodology to industrialised components. 

The integrated design process requires to iteratively develop prototypes which undergo experimental testing. In this process, the 
wheel is equipped with strain gauges at specific locations, and local strain is measured during the machine testing. These strain gauges 
are positioned near the sites where crack initiation has been identified in prior experimental tests [43,44]. Precise placement ad-
justments are made to prevent premature fatigue failure of the strain gauges during the trial. Importantly, these methodologies do not 
rely on tyre-specific knowledge but instead focus on the physical assembly of the tyre and wheel, which may not be available in the 
initial stages of the wheel design process. The application of strain gauges is non-destructive, and the obtained measurements can be 
directly compared with the strain distribution predicted by numerical models. Since strain gauges primarily provide localized strain 
information, patterns of strain gauge readings are used to enhance the spatial resolution. 

Table 1 
Comparison of wheel simulation methodologies.  

Methodology Rim forces Flexible rim Residual stresses Radial test Biaxial test 

Semi-empirical models (MF-Tyre, MF-SWIFT) [4,19,20] – – – – – 

Semi-analytical model [23] ✓ – – no slip – 

cosin FTire/rim (FE) [21] ✓ ✓ – – – 

ITWM CDTire/3D [22] ✓ – – – – 

FE linear anisotropic [25–30] ✓ – – ✓ – 

FE hyper-elastic [31] ✓ ✓ – – no OTM 

FE + CDTire/3D [32] ✓ ✓ – – no OTM 

Full FE [36] ✓ ✓ no press-fit 
no tyre fit 

✓ – 

Full FE [40] – ✓ no press-fit 
no tyre fit 

– – 

Experimental data based polynomial form [41,42] ✓ intrinsic intrinsic no slip – 

FE + CDTire/3D [37,38] ✓ ✓ no forming 
no welding 

✓ no OTM 

Presented work ✓ ✓ no forming 
no welding 

✓ ✓ 

Future work ✓ ✓ no welding ✓ ✓  
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Table 1 summarises the features of all the wheel behaviour simulation methodologies and their compared to the developed 
technique in this paper. The developed models by the authors in [37,38] were already capable to depict stress distribution in the wheel 
in different fatigue test scenarios. In our study we neglect the contributions of the forming processes, since the experimental mapping 
of the residual stresses was not available, and of the welding, since it was not applied to the studied sample wheel. 

Nevertheless, limitations are present for biaxial fatigue tests since Overturning Moment (OTM) procedure was not simulated, 
making the model partial dependent from the experimental results during calibration. 

The objective of the paper is to develop a feasible DT of the automotive wheel for the biaxial fatigue test-rig loading conditions with 
computation of consistent initial conditions through the simulation of the OTM procedure. The proposed DT is FE model-based and 
relies on the decoupled simulation of tyre behaviour under rigid rim hypothesis, and wheel behaviour under reaction forces computed 
by a propose rigid tyre-rim interface. 

Currently, the OTM procedure is performed by biaxial fatigue test benches only, therefore, simulating the procedure makes the 
developed DT completely autonomous after geometrical and material properties of the wheel are supplied. Moreover, forming residual 
stresses will be implemented in the future works. 

The paper is divided in four sections, supplying the terminology, describing the developed DT architecture, the proposed meth-
odologies, and the validation process performed against an experimental industrial case study. 

In Section 2, the necessary nomenclature and terminology are supplied. 
In Section 3, the developed DT architecture is presented, depicting the main simulation steps, and the levels of communication 

through the different decoupled simulation environments. 
In Section 4 the methodology is presented: the simulated OTM procedure, and the developed tyre-rim interface to adapt the tyre 

generalised reaction forces into lumped generalised forces on a FE wheel model are defined. 
In Section 5 the industrial case is described, and the experimental and numerical tests are performed. The validation of the 

methodology is performed on camber angle related to a biaxial fatigue test loading program and on consequent stress analysis based on 
strain gauge measurements. 

Finally, conclusions are dedicated to the discussion of results. 

2. Terminology and nomenclature 

In this section, the terminology related to the wheel and tyre, and the nomenclature of all quantities defined and adopted in the 
proposed methodology are presented. Fig. 1 shows the main components of the automotive steel wheel, or wheel, and the terminology 

Fig. 1. Automotive steel wheel terminology.  

Fig. 2. Tyre terminology.  
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of the component regions approached in the next sections. Also, Fig. 2 presents all the tyre terminology used in the next tyre-rim 
interface section. Table 2 lists all the quantities used for the formulation of the OTM procedure used in the developed DT. In 
Table 2, the generalised forces acting on the rim flanges are represented in two different established reference frames [45]:  

• TYDEX C-axis (TC) with origin of the axis fixed in the centre of the wheel, XC axis is in the central plane of the wheel and parallel to 
the ground, YC and ZC axes are inclined by camber angle;  

• TYDEX W-axis (TW) with origin in the centre of tyre contact patch, XW axis is in the central plane of the wheel and parallel to the 
ground, ZW is normal to the ground. 

Independently from operative conditions, YC, ZC, YW and ZW lay on the same plane orthogonal to the ground. Finally, Table 3 
contains all the variables related to the tyre-rim interface model. 

Table 2 
Wheel behaviour and OTM procedure nomenclature.  

Symbol Definition Unit 

γ Camber angle [rad] 
γe Effective carcass camber angle [rad] 
γtr Trial camber angle [rad] 
Δγ Camber angle range limit threshold [rad] 
γOTM Camber angle satisfying OTM condition [rad] 
h Track-to-wheel centre vertical distance [m] 
rl Tyre loaded radius [m] 
WP Pneumatic scrub or carcass lateral deformation [m] 
yC TC wheel lateral displacement [m] 
yC,0 TC wheel initial lateral displacement [m] 
yC,curb TC wheel lateral displacement at curb contact [m] 
zC TC wheel vertical displacement [m] 
zC,0 TC wheel initial vertical displacement [m] 
FYC TC lateral force on wheel [N] 
FZC TC vertical force on wheel [N] 
MXC Overturning moment [Nm] 
FYW TW lateral force on wheel [N] 
FZW TW vertical force on wheel [N] 
MXW TW longitudinal moment at centre of contact patch [Nm] 
kL Tyre lateral stiffness [N/m]  

Table 3 
Tyre-rim interface nomenclature.  

Symbol Definition Unit 

nt Number of nodes in tyre sidewall mesh [-] 
nw Number of nodes in rim flange [-] 
BC Tyre sidewall point of action bead distance [m] 
CR Minimal tyre sidewall-rim flange distance [m] 
δ Tyre sidewall deflection [m] 
rA Nominal tyre radius [m] 
rB Rim channel half distance [m] 
rC Nominal tyre half width [m] 
θ Rim Flange-hump line of action angle [rad] 
Fa Rim axial reaction [N] 
Fr Rim radial reaction [N] 
Fb,p Tyre bead tension [N] 
Fb,r Tyre bead-to-rim hump radial force [N] 
Fδ,a Tyre sidewall deformation axial force [N] 
Fδ,r Tyre sidewall deformation radial force [N] 
Fp,a Tyre inflation pressure-to-rim flange axial force [N] 
Fp,r Tyre inflation pressure-to-rim hump radial force [N] 

F→t 
Tyre sidewall force [N] 

T→t 
Tyre sidewall moment [Nm] 

F→w 
Rim flange force [N] 

T→w 
Rim flange moment [Nm] 

kb Tyre sidewall flexural stiffness [N/m] 
p Inflation pressure [N/m2]  
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3. Digital twin architecture 

In this section, the adopted DT architecture is presented and discussed. The DT relies on a FE steel wheel model based on the results 
obtained in [46,47] and improved and detailed in [48]. It is an isotropic material, first order shell element-based FE model, introducing 
distinct stages of static analysis to also consider the residual stress and pre-stress induced during the assembling and mounting steps of 
the automotive steel wheel. The FE model ideally follows the manufacturing and mounting process, by finally applying the loading 
conditions. 

The tyre and the wheel behaviours are simulated separately. The tyre behaviour is simulated in CDTire/3D under rigid wheel 
hypothesis. The reaction forces of the tyre simulation are then manipulated by the proposed tyre-rim rigid interface and applied to the 
FE wheel model in ABAQUS. 

Fig. 3 shows the DT architecture scheme, with the significant simulation steps and estimation steps. Starting from left:  

• The Base state represents the initial undeformed reference state of the wheel, where there is overclosure between the rim and disc. 
No residual stress or loads are induced by overclosure of the components to the geometry;  

• Fitting stage involves resolving the overclosure between the rim and disc. The disc and rim flanges are clamped by boundary 
conditions (BCs) to the ground to simulate the press-fit process [39];  

• Disc springback is the phase where the clamp BCs at the disc are removed, allowing for springback deformation;  
• Rim springback and Disc clamping involve clamping the disc in its new position while removing the rim BCs. This step removes a 

portion of the elastic residual stress caused by the previous BCs;  
• Tightening torque is applied by applying an equivalent nodal force to the annular regions of the bolt holes. Despite the tightening 

torque is applied after tyre mounting, this simulation step is anticipated to obtain a pre-stressed FE model with only parametric load 
to be applied; further details in [48];  

• Tyre mounting is the phase where the pre-simulated CDTire/3D generalised reaction forces, including the contribution of inflation 
pressure, are imposed. The loads are manipulated using the developed rigid tyre-rim interface. This loading condition is simulated 
for a pre-simulation time of 0.5 s prior to the subsequent steps;  

• Loading phase consists of a series of static analyses, where the computed generalised reaction forces from CDTire/3D for prescribed 
loading conditions and the imposed kinematics computed by the simulated OTM procedure are used as the load profile;  

• Tyre-rim interface is the developed manipulation step where the tyre sidewalls external generalised reactions calculated by CDTire/ 
3D simulation package are transferred to ABAQUS FE model to perform the remaining simulation steps;  

• kOTM is the developed methodology to perform the calculation of kinematics parameters for simulation satisfying the physical 
OTM procedure requirements;  

• Stress analysis and OTM are the two levels of experimental data evaluation. 

To validate the developed DT, two different experimental to numerical comparisons are defined in the architecture. The first 
validation stage regards the kOTM procedure and requires the comparison with actual experimental OTM process on the biaxial test 
bench. 

The second validation stage is focused on stress analysis on target locations on the steel wheel, comparing experimental stress 

Fig. 3. DT architecture scheme.  
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estimated by strain gauge measurements with calculated stresses on the wheel FE model. The validation process will be discussed in the 
Section 5 in detail. 

4. Proposed methodology 

In this section, the OTM procedure and the tyre-rim interface are developed. The proposed strategy consists of matching com-
mercial Finite Differences (FD) physic based tyre model with customised FE wheel model. CDTire/3D simulation package is adopted to 
use the FD tyre model. The tyre model works under the hypothesis of interface with an infinitely rigid wheel, and it is subject to defined 
loading conditions and imposed kinematics characteristics. The kinematics characteristics are estimated with an iterative technique to 
obtain null overturning moment at the centre of tyre contact patch. The resulting tyre generalised external reactions are passed to a 
tyre-rim interface and then applied on a FE wheel model to perform stress analysis, and eventually fatigue life calculation. Sequen-
tially, this section discusses:  

• The procedure for the estimation of the imposed kinematics parameters to obtain null overturning moment for certain loading 
conditions;  

• The developed tyre-rim interface to convert tyre generalised reaction forces in forces applied to the wheel. 

4.1. Simulated overturning moment procedure 

The biaxial test bench is an accelerated tyre contact simulator capable of dynamically applying both radial and lateral loads, with 
the ability to vary these loads throughout the testing process. Additionally, it can replicate acceleration and braking conditions within 
the test procedures. 

The apparatus, depicted in Fig. 4 from the original patent and MTS 855 mutiaxial fatigue test bench [49,50], tests the wheel 
resistance to fatigue under accelerated and scheduled loading conditions. Furthermore, it serves as a valuable tool for the development 
of new products. 

Additionally, it allows for the simultaneous testing of the vehicle’s original brakes and hubs alongside the wheel. The drum presents 
two curbs which increase the maximum applicable lateral load during operation. The loading conditions are defined to bring in contact 
only the tyre thread with the drum. The test bench for fatigue assessment requires the application of a certain load program pattern, 
composed by a set of stationary loading conditions in terms of prescribed vertical load and lateral load. 

Fig. 5 shows the generalised forces acting in stationary conditions on the tyre rolling on a straight surface subject to a combination 
of loads and, on the right, also to an imposed camber angle. 

The wheel is subject to generalised forces which can be described in TC and TW reference frames [45]. It is possible to transform the 
generalised forces from TC to TW reference frame by using the following relationships: 

{
FYW

FZW

}

=

[
cosγ − sinγ
sinγ cosγ

]{
FYC

FZC

}

(1)  

MXW = MXC − FYC rl (2) 

In which C and W subscripts refers to TC and TW reference frames, γ is the camber angle, and rl is the tyre loaded radius. MXC is also 
named OTM [51,52]. 

Fig. 4. Biaxial test bench. Cross-section of tyre-wheel assembly inside drum based on illustrations, free body diagram of tyre-wheel assembly 
[49,50]. 
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Moreover, in the wheel lateral behaviour, it is valid the following trigonometric projection: 

h = rlcosγ (3)  

where h is the track-to-wheel centre C vertical distance. From the application of loads, it is generated a carcass lateral deformation or 
pneumatic scrub WP which is the deviation of the deformed centre of the contact patch P from the undeformed one W. It is valid the 
following equation: 

WP =
FYW

kL
=

MXW

FZW

(4)  

where kL is the tyre lateral stiffness. The pneumatic scrub is, together with the generalised forces, used to calculate the effective carcass 
camber angle γe [53,54]: 

γe = tan− 1
(

WP + rlsinγ
h

)

(5) 

The Eq. (5) is manipulated to back-calculate γ from quantities which can be easily calculated in CDTire/3D environment: 

γ = tan− 1
(

MXW

FZW h
− tanγe

)

(6) 

To guarantee the correct functionality of the system under the prescribed loading conditions, it is necessary the OTM condition MXW 

= 0 is satisfied. The MXW = 0 condition is related to the working principle of the adopted biaxial fatigue test bench shown in Fig. 4. 
Since, the wheel actuator defining the camber angle is coaxial with the centre of contact patch, it is necessary to nullify the overturning 
moment at contact patch to avoid resistant torque on the actuator shaft. In high loading condition regimes, high resistant torque can 
damage the actuating system. 

Under generic loading conditions, the contact patch may be over the curbs, therefore, the OTM condition can be written in a 
generalised starting from Eq. (2). 

MXW (γOTM) = MXC (γOTM) − FYC rl(γOTM) = 0 (7) 

In order to satisfy the OTM condition in Eq. (7), a proper camber angle γOTM must be identified for prescribed FYC and FZC . For 
example, if lateral load FYC is imposed null, the Eq. (7) is satisfied only if torque equilibrium around C is null, that is possible if we 
prescribe γOTM = 0◦. 

The CDTire model is adopted to calculate MXW (γ) starting from prescribed loads. To perform the simulation, in the past Fraunhofer 
ITWM together with the authors, developed a CDTire/3D based environment to impose kinematic laws and loads on a pneumatic tyre 
interacting with a virtual drum for time domain simulations called CDTire/WTR [46]. The tyre is modelled under the hypothesis that 
the wheel and the drum deformations are orders of magnitude lower than the tyre one, hence both are assumed to be infinitely rigid. 
Beyond the geometrical characteristics of the tyre and the wheel, the developed environment allows to impose yC,0, ẏC,0 and zC,0, żC,0 

wheel centre C displacements and speeds in TC reference frame, and wheel camber angles γ = [γ1, γ2, γ3] to be reached at time instants 

Fig. 5. Tyre behaviour in lateral plane: effect of lateral loads only (left), effects of lateral loads and camber angle γ (right).  
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t = [t1, t2, t3], respectively, with t1 < t2 < t3. If two consecutives γi and γi+1are different, γ̇i,i+1 = (γi+1 − γi)/(ti+1 − ti) ∕= 0 defines a 
camber angle ramp law in that time period of the simulation. Further information on the implementation of the environment is 
available in [46,47]. 

Fig. 6 shows an example of biaxial manoeuvre with FYC = 2000 N, FZC = 6000 N, γ = [0, − 15, 0] ◦, t = [1, 3, 7] s and defined yC,0,

ẏC,0 and zC,0, żC,0 to better understand the procedure. The tyre initially approaches the curb with lateral constant speed ẏC,0 up to t1, 
reaching a contact equilibrium at the wheel-to-curb lateral displacement yC,curb. 

Then MXW reduces as lateral curb reaction adds to lateral constant speed contribution. The tyre performs two triangular ramps of 2 
and 4 s in which the maximum γ value − 15◦ is reached. The green curve describes the trend of MXW during γ change: it reaches the OTM 
condition twice with different γ values. 

The manoeuvre is not reversible, since the tyre, through the wide camber angle ramps, reaches a condition in which the tyre tread is 
binded to the drum curb (Fig. 7). The non reversibility is visible from the MXW trend in the two γ ramps and from the jump at t2. To 
overcome this nonlinearity, it is necessary to evaluate OTM condition in stationary equilibrium conditions, or for smaller γ ranges in 
which the behaviour can be linearised. The former is generally hard to perform since the wheel-to-curb lateral displacement yC,curb is 
not known a priori as depends, in statics, on γ. Also, increasing simulation time to perform quasi-static simulation is computationally 
expensive. The latter requires the definition of a smaller camber angle range [γtr,1, γtr,2] including γOTM for which an average wheel-to- 
curb lateral displacement yC,curb is valid. 

Therefore, it is proposed an iterative simulation approach mimicking the physical OTM procedure to choose a proper γOTM. Since 
the methodology relies on the iterative updating of kinematics parameters to satisfy OTM condition, we named the “kinematic OTM” 

Fig. 6. Example of biaxial test manoeuvre in CDTire/WTR environment.  

Fig. 7. Example of biaxial test manoeuvre in CDTire/3D environment: tyre tread-curb binding condition at t2.  
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(kOTM). 
The flowchart of the procedure is shown in Fig. 8, where two simulation stages are depicted: the first use the SIM#1 and SIM#2 

simulation schemes, while the second one relies on the SIM#3 simulation scheme. 
On the top of Fig. 8 the first simulation stage occurs: starting from a guess camber angle set [γtr,1, γtr,2], two sets of two simulations 

SIM#1 and SIM#2 are performed. The two SIM#1 simulations, with fixed camber angles γtr,1 and γtr,2, are used to identify a wheel-to- 
curb lateral displacement range [yC,curb,1, yC,curb,2]. Two SIM#2 simulations verify the displacement range as kinematic parameters. 

A validation stage verifies that four conditions are satisfied: 
{

γtr,1, γtr,2
}
∈ [γmin, γmax] (8)  

γtr,2 − γtr,1 ≤ Δγ (9)  

MXW

(
γtr,1

)
> 0

MXW

(
γtr,2

)
< 0 (10) 

The Eq. (8) guarantees that the two γ candidates are inside the camber angle range of operability. The Eq. (9) guarantees the two γ 
candidates are close enough to consider linear and bijective the MXW (γ) function. Finally, Eq. (10) must be guaranteed to ensure Eq. (7) 
can be satisfied in SIM#3. Perhaps, in SIM#3 the camber angle is linearly varied between γtr,1 and γtr,2, with MXW (γ) bijectivity property 
it is ensured the existence of a γOTM : MXW (γOTM) = 0. 

In the second simulation stage, γOTM is calculated. A single SIM#3 simulation is performed with constant γ̇ ∕= 0 in the [γtr,1, γtr,2]

range, also imposing yC,curb averaging yC,curb,1 and yC,curb,2. 
For each of the two SIM#3 simulations, γtr so that MXW (γtr) = 0 is identified and γOTM calculated as an average of γ1 and γ2. 
The γOTM and yC,curb are then usable for the complete simulation of the biaxial test in loading conditions: the kinematic parameters 

Fig. 8. Flowchart of simulated OTM procedure.  
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are used during the DT Loading phase in CDTire/3D as presented in Section 3 (see Phase 5.2 in Fig. 3). 

4.2. Tyre-rim interface 

This subsection presents a newly introduced and developed model for addressing the interaction between the tyre and rim. The 
general forces of the tyre, obtained through CDTire/WTR, are assigned to the nearest node in the FE wheel model. CDTire/WTR as-
sumes a fixed connection between the tyre and a rigid wheel, considering the tyre bead infill region and the bead itself. The tyre’s 
general forces, including the effect of tyre inflation pressure [22], are applied without accounting for the possibility of tyre-rim contact 
loss. 

The methodology description will primarily focus on hypotheses and definitions of force contributions, in comparison to existing 
approaches in the field. 

In the proposed description, inspired by the recent work of Ballo et al. [23], the emphasis is placed solely on the reaction forces 
between the rim flange and the tyre sidewall. However, circumferential forces resulting from operational conditions are not explicitly 
discussed. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the tyre-rim interaction forces in the in-plane view amongst flange and sidewall. These in-plane forces, distributed 
across the rim interface, are represented as concentrated contributions at the centre of the tyre bead and in the mid-space of the bead 
infill. Three main contributions are identified:  

• The inflation pressure exerts a hydrostatic force per unit area p on the entire inner liner of the tyre. Its primary effect is to enhance the 
structural stiffness of the tyre by reducing the tension in the radial cords within the contact patch [55]. This force can be divided 
into concentrated contributions acting at the centre of the tyre bead B: a radial component denoted as Fp,r, which acts on the stiffer 
part of the tyre, and an axial component denoted as Fp,a, which is parallel to the rotation axis. As a result, a circumferential tension 
denoted as Fb,parises in the bead to restrict the radial expansion of both the bead and sidewall. 

Fb,p =
p
2

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(r2
C − r2

A)
2
− (r2

C − r2
B)

2
√

(11)  

where rA represents the nominal tyre radius, rB is half the inner rim channel width, and rC is half the nominal tyre width [2].  
• Bead pretension generated by the sidewall radial interference fit with the rim hump during tyre mounting. The effect is a radial 

component Fb,r applied towards the rim and pointing the wheel rotation axis.  
• Tyre deformation induced by loading conditions as a force per unit length which, for very stiff bead, can be approximated as a 

concentrated forces acting on sidewall node C, nearest to last tangent contact point between rim flange and sidewall external 
surface: radial load Fδ,r and an axial concentrated load Fδ,a are developed. 

The normal-to-surface axial loading contributions result in a radial reaction relative to the inclined line of action. This line is 
inclined by an angle θ and extends from the point of maximum pressure on the rim hump to the last contact point on the rim flange 
fillet. In conclusion, the total radial and axial reactions Fr and Fa can be defined as follows: 

Fa = Fp,a + Fδ,a
Fr =

(
Fp,r − Fb,r

)
+ Fδ,r − Fp,a tanθ (12) 

The Fp,r − Fb,r quantity depends on bead stiffness [23], and tyre angular location: tyre locations opposite to contact patch are subject 

Fig. 9. In-plane interface: reference (left) [25], proposed rigid interface (right).  
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to maximised Fp,r as consequence of increment in tension of sidewall radial cords due to inflation pressure effect. 
The proposed rigid interface considers the overall cross-sectional reaction contributions. To address the lack of knowledge about 

the wheel, additional assumptions are made in CDTire/WTR. Fig. 9 (right) serves as a reference sketch for illustrating the generalised 
forces at the tyre-rim interface:  

• In each rim flange radial section, the tyre sidewall deformation is negligible;  
• the bead is considered infinitely rigid in relation to flexural bead infill behaviour in the cross-sections. As a result, Fb,r, Fp,r, B and C 

points of actions can be considered uncoupled, and the point of action of Fp,a is C;  
• there is not loss of contact between tyre and the rim in C;  
• the sidewall is fixed in C, hence a reaction torque Tt is developed at C. 

The proposed rigid interface integrates the previous hypotheses to apply loads:  

• the rim is stiff and loading conditions induce small displacements;  
• since the sidewall is assumed to be infinitely rigid, keeping the distance CR fixed a threshold under in-line load;  
• the distance CR is considered negligible, so it does not contribute to generating a torque arm. 

The generalised reaction forces at C are defined by Eq. (13), where is ( i
→
, j
→
, k
→
) the cross-sectional reference frame, kb is the 

unknown sidewall flexural equivalent stiffness, and δ is the sidewall deflection with respect to C. Under the proposed assumptions and 
assuming an equal number of annular sections in the tyre mesh nt and the wheel nw i.e., the number of available mesh nodes in the FE 

Fig. 10. MTS 855 wheel biaxial fatigue test bench (courtesy of MW Italia S.r.l.).  

Table 4 
Tyre and automotive steel wheel specifications.  

Characteristic Property Value 

Tyre 
Model [-] 215/55 R17 
prel, relative inflation pressure, [Pa] 4.5•105 

Wheel 

Model [-] 6.5 J × 17 H2 
ET, offset [mm] 49 
nb, number of bolt holes [-] 5 
Tn, tightening torque [Nm] 120 

Disc material 

t, thickness [mm] 4.2 
E, Young modulus [GPa] 210 
σY, yield strength [MPa] 368 
σUTS, ultimate tensile strength [MPa] 610 

Rim material 

t, thickness [mm] 1.55÷2.4 
E, Young modulus [GPa] 203 
σY, yield strength [MPa] 468 
σUTS, ultimate tensile strength [MPa] 522  
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model in the circumferential direction, the generalised reaction forces are applied from the tyre nodes to the rim flange nodes as 
shown: 

F→t =
(
Fp,a + Fδ,a

)
j→+

(
Fδ,r − Fp,a tanθ

)
k
→

T→t = (kb δBC) i→
(13)  

F→w = F→t

T→w = T→t
(14) 

In the typical application case nt < nw, the concentrated generalised force fields ( F→t and T→t) at nt locations are interpolated by 
distributing them circumferentially onto the nearest rim nodes using the λPCH technique [48]. The resulting concentrated generalised 
reaction fields ( F→w and T→w) at nw are then scaled by the scale factor nt/nw. This approach converges to a distributed loading condition 
when nw→∞. 

5. Industrial case study 

The proposed industrial case study has been developed at MW Italia S.r.l., which supplied the facilities and the samples for the 
experimental activities. The experimental data for the comparison is obtained from a campaign with an MTS 855 biaxial test bench (see 
Fig. 10) in C configuration [7,49] and the MTS OTM procedure provided with the machine control system. The tests are performed on a 
6.5 J × 17 H2 automotive steel wheel mounting a 215/55 R17 tyre. 

In Table 4 the specifications of the automotive steel wheel and the selected tyre for the tests are listed. For the first validation stage, 
the tests are performed following ZWARP fatigue scheme [49] and PV-5608 load program. 

Table 5 
ZWARP fatigue test load cases.  

Load case FZC [N] FYC [N] Load case FZC [N] FYC [N] 

1 16104 − 5086 12 12361 4309 
2 4238 − 1695 13 16104 5086 
3 10171 − 1695 14 10171 5227 
4 5792 − 1413 15 8829 5651 
5 16104 0 16 10,736 7063 
6 7628 0 17 15257 7134 
7 6357 283 18 13279 7134 
8 10171 1695 19 12714 8476 
9 6498 1695 20 14126 8970 
10 7063 2825 21 16881 9041 
11 8970 4238 22 20623 10311  

Table 6 
OTM procedure computational cost analysis.  

Load case OTM procedure FE model  

Number of iterations [-] Iteration time [s] Total time [s] Solution time [s] 

1 56 83 415 838 
2 105 84 756 693 
3 72 74 444 698 
4 109 74 740 674 
5* 1 72 72 721 
6* 1 74 74 722 
7* 1 71 71 703 
8** 1 74 74 751 
9 35 72 216 795 
10 133 71 852 779 
11 51 73 365 884 
12 27 74 222 824 
13** 1 83 83 826 
14 46 74 296 763 
15 120 73 730 799 
16 73 75 525 850 
17 176 74 1110 814 
18 25 74 222 794 
19 61 76 456 829 
20 77 76 532 836 
21 158 71 994 910 
22 6 72 72 1083  
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5.1. Overturning moment procedure 

To execute the whole load program, a total of 117 repetitions of a 32-step sequence are required. Each step is then repeated for a 
specified number of revolutions at a predetermined angular speed of 42.94 rad/s. The 32-step sequence consists of a not-sorted, with 
repetitions, sequence of a predefined set of 22 unique load cases, as listed in Table 5, with defined radial and lateral loads. 

These load cases are applied on the MTS test bench following the completion of the experimental OTM process for each case, to 
identify γOTM per each load case. 

In experimental OTM, lateral load FYC is applied while γ is modified in a compatibility range. The test bench measures MXC and 
verifies to occurrence of the following equality based on Eq. (2): 

MXC = FYC rl (15) 

The test bench executes a linear “ramp up-ramp down” manoeuvre in which γ is slowly increased in time. During the OTM process, 
the Eq. (15) is satisfied twice: the operative γOTM for the fatigue test is obtained by averaging γ measured at the two intersections. The 
final biaxial test will occur at forced γOTM and prescribed lateral and radial loads. The experimental and numerical OTM procedures are 
applied on all the load cases in Table 5. 

The experimental OTM requires two camber angle ramps of 30 s each for each load case. Instead, kOTM is implemented in Matlab® 
and performed imposing t = [2, 6, 10] s and Δγ = 2◦

The analysis is performed in parallel on two workstations. The OTM procedure is performed on a Dell Inspiron 15 7510 laptop, with 
11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7–11800H @ 2.30 GHz processor, 16 GB of RAM. The OTM procedure is implemented using Matlab 
2023a Parallel Computing Toolbox with 16 workers and parallel fmincon(γ,yC) function. 

The wheel FE model simulations are performed on a custom fixed workstation with AMD Ryzen 9 3950 × 16-Core processor (32 
logical CPUs) 3.5 GHz processor, 32 GB of RAM. The FE model is developed and solved in Abaqus 6.20 with 14 parallel workers. 

The wheel FE model steps from “Base state” to “Tightening torque” are simulated once. The simulation lasts 246 s. All the other load 
cases are simulated by 104 batch static analysis steps restarting from the previous initial result. 

Table 6 lists the characteristics of each load case simulation, in which simulation time breakdown is described. For the OTM pro-
cedure the following details are supplied: the number of fmincon() iterations to solution; the iteration time, which is the time required by 
CDTire/WTR environment to perform the prescribed manoeuvre; the total time considering parallelised fmincon() solution. 

Fig. 11. yC,curb range calculation: load cases #3 (left) and #10 (right).  

Fig. 12. Verification of OTM condition on Mx,W : load cases #3 (left) and #10 (right).  
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For FE model, the solution time of the “Tyre mount” and “Loading condition” steps is considered. 
Particularly, Table 6 shows special treatments for “*” load cases, in which OTM procedure is not necessary, and direct CDTire/WTR 

solution is used. Similarly, “**” load cases are not subject to OTM procedure since the loading conditions are identical in magnitude to 
other loading conditions. Specifically, load case #1 is similar to #13, and load case #3 is similar to #8. 

The overall OTM procedure for load cases lasts 155 min, while FE model 293 min. 
The DT prediction is compatible with the experimental test timing. In fact, by considering the experimental setup times, the 

physical OTM procedure and manufacturing process times, the physical counterpart activity lasts 8 h. 
Moreover, the obtained DT results can be directly used for fatigue analysis, while the accelerated biaxial fatigue test usually lasts 

days. The usage of decoupled simulation environments allows to drastically reduce computational complexity and simulation times, 
obtaining results even before the conclusion of the effective experimental test. 

In Figs. 11–13 are shown the most significant quantities computed through kOTM procedure for load cases #3 and #10 to 
demonstrate the functionality of the methodology. 

In Fig. 11 are shown the results of the ranging iterative process i.e., SIM #1 and SIM #2 simulations. In the graph it is shown a detail 
of MXW in the first 4 s of simulation. The blue lines refer to the γtr,1 behaviours, while the red ones to γtr,2; dashed lines are the sim-
ulations with yC,0 = 0, while full lines are the simulations with identified initial kinematic condition yC,curb. The greyed regions are the 
pre-simulation steps, in which loading conditions are not applied, and initialisation step, in which starting γ, γ̇ are applied. It is possible 
to notice the difference in system response due to the correction in lateral initial condition: in the corrected simulations the tyre 
reaches curb contact at the beginning of initialisation step around 0.2 s; the remaining simulation is a short transient to stationary Mx,W 

value, which is, for each couple of [γtr,1, γtr,2], over and below OTM condition MXW = 0. Load case #3 differs from #10 in the sign of 
expected γOTM: this is explained by the opposite saturation direction of Mx,W in the two scenarios. 

Fig. 12 shows the MXW result of SIM #3 simulations based on the imposed kinematic parameters evaluated in the previous part of 
the procedure, with the computed yC,curb: the blue lines describe the [γtr,1, γtr,2] kinematic law simulation, while the red ones the 
opposite [γtr,2, γtr,1] ones. As expected from Fig. 11, both the simulations trespass the OTM condition. The cursors indicate the abscissa 
values to be read in γ diagrams when OTM condition is satisfied. 

Fig. 13 lists the γ diagrams in which cursors are placed where OTM condition is satisfied. As can be seen from the ordinate values, 
γ1, γ2 are almost identical, indicating the system behaviour is linearizable in the neighbourhood of the imposed kinematic condition. 

Finally, Fig. 14 shows the comparison between experimentally and numerically evaluated γOTM for all the proposed 22 load cases. 
The DT developed methodology shows precise estimation of the operative camber angle with a maximum absolute relative error of 
4.93% at load case #1. 

The developed iterative methodology is compliant with experimental results and exploits the versatility of the CDTire/WTR 
environment to find operative kinematic conditions with an optimised and computationally inexpensive procedure. 

5.2. Stress analysis 

In this subsection, the second validation stage is discussed. 
To assess the performance of the developed DT, an experimental campaign is conducted using a biaxial test load program that has 

been previously validated. This campaign involves measuring the strain variation at specific locations on the wheel using strain gauges. 
By combining the strain gauge test method with the biaxial machine, a comprehensive understanding of the stress distribution across 
the wheel during a load case is obtained. 

The primary goal of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the DT in accurately describing the stress field throughout the 
entire steel wheel. Special attention is given to the zones of the tyre-rim interface, specifically the rim flanges. Deformations of the 
flange under biaxial loading conditions will be assessed by measuring strain using strategically placed strain gauges. along the 
circumferential and axial directions on both the inner and outer surfaces. 

Fig. 13. γ1 and γ2 evaluation: load cases #3 (left) and #10 (right).  
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The strain gauges are precisely placed on the wheel using a modified MoGeSeC algorithm [56]. The approach of selecting strain 
gauge positions based on strain-geometrical criteria enables the identification of key nodes for strain measurements. This approach 
primarily focuses on selecting appropriate data to represent direct stresses and effectively dividing the geometric domain. In the case of 
a steel wheel subjected to various loading conditions, a modified approach is employed for placing strain gauges. As a result, a map of 
six significant strain gauge locations is generated, with the approach also determining the orientation and application surface for each 
gauge. 

Within Fig. 15, the arrangement of the strain gauges on the 6.5 J × 17 H2 wheel is depicted. The left side illustrates the angular 
positions of the strain gauges, while the right side specifies the exact locations of application. The right side highlights the point of 
application and the corresponding surface through a colour code i.e., the inner surface is represented by blue, while the outer surface is 
represented by red. Channels R1 to R3 correspond to the outer flange, whereas channels R4 to R6 relate to the inner flange. Channels 
R3 and R6 are mounted on the outer surface, which is a critical mounting point that may meet the tyre sidewall. 

On the sample wheel (Fig. 16), six KYOWA KF-GS-1-350-C1-11 strain gauges were installed following the designated positions 
illustrated in Fig. 15. The application of strain gauges on the rim involved different techniques: strain gauges R1, R2, R4, and R5 were 
affixed using a cyanoacrylate adhesive on the appropriately sanded region, while R3 and R6 were also coated by a protective com-
pound (AK-22 agent prescribed by the strain gauge producer). The presence of pre-conditioning and thermal drift correction electrical 
circuit could not be observed due to the covering paper packing tape and black insulating tape. To facilitate comparison with numerical 
results, a decision was made to reduce the number of load case repetitions typically conducted in fatigue tests. 

Instead, a brief time history was recorded for each load case, but at a lower angular speed. The MTS test bench was manually operated 
to gradually increase the loads and camber angle until the desired test conditions were achieved. Experimentally, the strain time histories 
are acquired by a Rainer Thomas Messtechnik W8 universal telemetry wheel. The system allows a sampling interval of 637.5 μs. The 
numerical campaign is performed by using CDTire/WTR for the tyre behaviour simulations, LUPOS environment for model preparation 
and parametric application of loads [57], and ABAQUS for the steel wheel FE model and step-based simulation described in Section 4. 
Using the initial tyre orientation, a whole wheel revolution is simulated in ABAQUS as a set of quasi-static consecutive simulations. The 
stress histories in this study were derived from approximate average positions within the FE model. The numerical results were obtained 
from the stress fields in the ABAQUS output database, specifically at nodes. The stress values were averaged at 75% along with adjacent 
elements to simulate the averaging effect of strain gauges, considering the dimensionality of the measurements. 

During the stress analysis, the final stress field was determined by comparing the loaded condition with the stress field obtained 
from the Tyre mount step. The Tyre mount step considered all the residual stresses resulting from fitting, clamping, tightening, and 
mounting processes. The difference between these two stress fields provided the comprehensive stress information for further analysis. 
Finally, the experimental strain campaign is compared with numerical results. 

In Figs. 17 and 18, the comparisons of the mean stress and alternate stress of each location are shown. On abscissa, there are the 
numbered load cases, while stress components on the ordinates. Black markers are experimentally measured stresses, red markers are 
the DT outputs, and blue markers are relative percentual errors 100 ⋅ |DT − exp|/exp. 

In Fig. 17, can be observed an overall good correspondence with local issues:  

• at R1 and R4, i.e., radial direction on bead seat, the experimental trend is qualitatively captured by the DT. The R1 behaviour is 
overestimated at external bead seat up to 150 % even though the mean stress is small and maximum variation is about 10 MPa, 
hence the local stress condition is consistent. The R4 behaviour instead is critically underestimated up to − 100 % up to 30 MPa of 
difference at internal bead seat for high lateral load conditions. This scattering in the DT estimation is mainly due to rigid tyre-rim 
interface working principle, which does not introduce equivalent loads on the bead seat regions; 

Fig. 14. γOTM comparison between experimental and kOTM procedure results.  
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• at R2 and R5 i.e., in the circumferential direction on the rim flange corners, the comparison is satisfactory; on R2 external rim 
flange, the mean stress is overestimated high FZC load cases, while on R5 internal rim flange, the DT mean stress is generally 
underestimated for positive values of experimental mean stress;  

• at R3 and R6 i.e., in the circumferential direction on the upper rim flange regions, the comparison is discrete; the two diagrams are 
greyed out from a certain load case, since the strain gauge connections failed during the experimental campaign; on R3 external rim 
flange region, the underestimation increases, up to wire connection failure, but with good correlation. 

The comparison shows quantitative correspondence amongst the regions of application of concentrated loads by the tyre-rim 
interface i.e., R2, R3, and R5, while R1 and R6 are qualitatively estimated but suffer the lack of a proper loading application on 
the bead seat regions. 

In Fig. 18, it is shown the comparison of the alternate stress of each location, with good correspondence:  

• at R1 and R4, the alternate stress is generally overestimated up to 600 % for smallest experimental alternate stresses; on the inner 
bead seat the overestimation is only present for high FYC /FZC loading conditions up to 120 %. Similarly to previous considerations 
for Fig. 17, the overestimation is mainly caused by the tyre-rim interface, which does not depict the tyre bead filler flexibility;  

• at R2 and R4, the comparison is almost perfect, significant underestimation up to − 50% occurs on R5 inner rim flange, which is 
higher for lower alternate stress values;  

• at R3 and R6, the comparison is optimal; R3 correspondence is very good until load case #8, from which underestimation occurs 
until failure of the wire connection. 

Generally, the overestimation is proportional to the experimental amplitude i.e., larger relative percentual errors are obtained for 
smaller stress values; therefore, the phenomenon is linked to the overestimation of the sidewall stiffness in the rigid interface 
methodology. 

Fig. 15. Orientation of strain gauges: XZ plane (left) and cross-section (right).  

Fig. 16. Experimental setup on MTS 855 biaxial fatigue test bench.  
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The methodology employed in this study yields consistent and reproducible results that are proportional to different loading 
conditions. While the magnitude of the maximum alternate stress is influenced by the applied load, the overall stress gradient across 
the geometry remains consistent. This suggests that the strain gauge locations can be standardized across different wheels. 

In all cases, three strain gauges are used to monitor both flanges, and their performance is consistent. The chosen number of strain 
gauges is optimized to capture the alternate stress gradient accurately. Investigating the stress distribution across the entire cross- 
section helps explain the difficulty in identifying strain gauges that specifically measure radial alternate stress. This is because 
there is no significant gradient of radial alternate stress across the geometry. 

As can be observed in Figs. 17 and 18, a systematic difference occurs in comparisons on internal and external rim flanges. This 
behaviour is strongly influenced by the different rim material distribution. For instance, the cross-section of the inner flange acts as a 
cantilever beam, bearing higher stress on the channel. On the other hand, the outer flange arm to disc is shorter, resulting in a stiffer 
support structure. Nevertheless, the CDTire/3D tyre model cannot capture this difference in rim flexibility since wheel is considered 
infinitely rigid. The R2 and R5 comparisons show the residual stress related to interference fit between rim and disc is correctly 
depicted. 

Fig. 17. Mean stresses related to experimental strain gauge measurements.  
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In conclusion, the developed DT is reliable in low regime loading conditions, but sometimes alternate stress is far from expected 
experimental result. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, a DT of automotive steel wheel subject to assessment conditions is developed, discussed, and validated by comparison 
with experimental OTM results and strain gauge measurements. 

It is proposed a novel DT which couples consolidated commercial software environments, ABAQUS and CDTire/3D, by an inno-
vative tyre-rim rigid interface which considers the contribution of loading conditions, inflation pressure and bead pretension. A novel 
iterative procedure simulates the OTM procedure calculation, performed on wheel biaxial fatigue test benches. 

These characteristics make the developed DT versatile against different sign camber angle loading conditions, to high regime loads, 
in anomalous contact patch conditions with tyre thread locally in contact with the curb, and capable to correctly describe the stress 
field amongst the whole wheel. 

Fig. 18. Alternate stresses related to experimental strain gauge measurements.  
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The developed kOTM is shown to be extremely effective in the estimation of the operative camber angle with small relative error 
compliant with the engineering application. 

The tyre-rim rigid interface is capable of correctly describe the overall flange stress field, but it is limited in depicting the flange 
pressure distribution. It is suitable for the assessment conditions of the disc but lacks in correctly loading the flange. The main flaw is 
the impossibility to recover an index of contact pressure occurring at the flange. 

In the future, the tyre-rim interface will be improved by allowing a flange pressure distribution not imposed in its physical model, 
which implies the passage to a stiff interface and interactive DT model. The DT is evaluated for loading conditions, but extensions will 
be introduced to fatigue assessment, already approached by authors in [46] but not generalised for different tyre and wheel families. 
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